Advanced Analytics Content Development Services

SCENARIO:
Customer wants to onboard additional Exabeam data sources to gain more visibility over their environment, better align Exabeam’s analytics capabilities to their cyber security strategy, develop new use cases to address difficult security challenges, improve internal monitoring and reporting processes. Customer wants additional support to execute this in a methodical, value-driven way.

SOLUTION:
Our Authorized Service Delivery Partners offer their technical and subject matter expertise to work side-by-side with customers to develop roadmaps from tactical use case development to strategic program development. Exabeam equips partners with direct access to resources to get the desired capabilities successfully implemented.

WHAT PAST CUSTOMERS HAVE ACHIEVED:
• Co-developed a maturity roadmap with industry experts from our systems integrators.
• Deployed use cases, onboard data sources, and develop capabilities efficiently through rapid development sprints.
• Demonstrated maturity and expansion of Exabeam deployment both near- and long-term.
• Improved integration of Exabeam’s analytics capabilities to the security operations process.

WHAT CONTENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DO PARTNERS OFFER?
• MAP use case roadmap following an assessment of requirements analyzed against the feasibility of use cases and availability of logs.
• DEVELOP use cases in sprints, working with Exabeam on custom parsers and models as required.
• DEPLOY use cases into customer environment, including quality testing.
• OPERATIONALIZE use cases by (re)aligning standard operating procedures and conducting knowledge transfer with SOC analysts

WHAT’S THE ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT?
• Minimum of 2 weeks
• 1 PS engineer and 1 part-time manager for oversight
• Customer provides a team of stakeholders at approximately 15-20% of the time